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Abstract

Fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD) is a leading cause of neurodevelopmental disability globally. International health and policy organisations have highlighted an urgent need for improved prevention, diagnosis, and support. However, the evidence base needed to inform this is thought to be limited. We conducted a systematic scoping review and bibliometric analysis to describe trends in the volume and characteristics of original research on FASD published between 2000–2023 (Review 1). We compared the volume of published research on FASD to that of other neurodevelopmental disorders (Review 2). Searches were conducted in MEDLINE, Embase, CINAHL, PsychInfo (Review 1) and PubMed (Review 2). Eligible studies were original research articles with FASD terms in the title (Review 1) and all records with FASD, autism, or attention-deficit-hyperactivity disorder terms in the title (Review 2) published between 2000–2023. Data were summarised using descriptive statistics, narrative syntheses, and time-series plots to depict trends in common themes, countries of publication, sample characteristics, and research volume. This review found that FASD remains significantly under-researched. While there has been an increase in the number of original FASD research articles published annually over the last 23-years, this is significantly lower than what would be expected based on comparison with publication trends for other neurodevelopmental conditions, and the wider scientific literature. Further research is needed to understand the needs and impact of FASD across the lifespan and within different populations, to inform evidence-based prevention, policy, and support, and to advance progress in strength-based, stigma-reducing approaches to FASD research and practice.
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Introduction

Fetal alcohol spectrum disorder (FASD) one of the most common preventable causes of lifelong neurodevelopmental disability [1]. Estimates suggest that FASD affects over 1% of children in the general population in 76 countries, amounting to 1700 infants being born with FASD every day, or 630,000 every year [2]. The European Region is understood to have the highest prevalence of FASD globally (2%) owing to high rates of prenatal alcohol use (Russia, United Kingdom [UK], Denmark, Belarus and Ireland have the highest estimated rates of PAE worldwide, ranging from 37 – 60%) [3,2]. By way of comparison the estimated prevalence of autism and attention-deficit-hyperactivity-disorder (ADHD) within the European general population is 1% and 4%, respectively [4,5]. FASD rates are 10 – 40 times higher in ‘special subpopulations’ including Children in Care, correctional, special education, clinical and indigenous populations, compared to the general population [6]. Accordingly, international and national policy makers have called for urgent action to increase understanding, identification and support for those living with FASD [7-9].

Caused by prenatal alcohol exposure, FASD is characterised by significant neurodevelopmental problems including issues with learning, behaviour and adaptive functioning, and, in some cases, growth deficiency and a distinctive facial phenotype (present in approximately 10% of cases) [1]. Individuals with FASD are at an increased risk of adverse outcomes throughout the life course including poor physical and mental health, substance misuse, and contact with the criminal justice system [10-12]. Despite these far-reaching consequences, significant associated economic costs (e.g. $1.8 billion dollars in 2013 in Canada alone [13] and international evidence syntheses indicating that costs associated with FASD are 26% higher than costs for autism [14]) and unique opportunities for prevention, FASD is under-resourced and under-researched compared to other neurodevelopmental conditions [15-18].

There is substantial cross-country variation in the estimated prevalence of prenatal alcohol use and FASD [3,2]. However, the level of research and clinical provision for FASD within different populations does not appear to directly correlate with this level of need. For example, despite the UK having a higher estimated prevalence of prenatal alcohol exposure and FASD than countries such as the USA and Canada [2], and a significant research infrastructure, understanding and support for FASD in this country is limited [15,19]. Greater exploration of between-country differences in FASD research trends is warranted to gain insight into the nature and magnitude of such differences.

Examination of publication trends in FASD, including dominant areas of interest and research gaps is required to identify areas of progress and inform future research priorities. Comparison of FASD research trends with those of neurodevelopmental conditions, including autism and attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), is needed to contextualise observed trends and disparities. These comparisons will also provide a benchmark for understanding how FASD research compares to the general exponential increase in the volume of publications observed in the health literature in recent years [20].

Recent commentary, selected review, and ‘primer’ articles on FASD have suggested some priorities for future research and practice [21,17,22,18]. However, these articles have not been based on systematic searches and syntheses of the literature. Further empirical evidence on trends in FASD research, including analysis of between country and between-disorder differences in the volume and trends of outputs can provide important, novel insights into areas of progress and can identify gaps and likely future research directions, hence the importance of the present review. In this context,
the objective of this systematic scoping review was to investigate trends in the volume and nature of research published on FASD between 2000 – 2023. We systematically searched and synthesised evidence on general trends in original FASD research (herein referred to as Review 1) and compared the volume of published articles on FASD with that of other neurodevelopmental disorders (Review 2). Specifically, we addressed the following questions:

**Review 1: Trends in original FASD Research:** What is the amount, nature (study characteristics including: key themes, sample characteristics and country affiliated with the research team), and time trends of original FASD research published between 2000 - 2023?

**Review 2: Comparative review of volume and trends in FASD research and other neurodevelopmental disorders:** How does the amount of research published on FASD overall, and over time, differ for FASD compared to other neurodevelopmental disorders, specifically autism and ADHD between 2000 - 2023?

Below we describe our general approach followed by specific methods and results for Review 1 and Review 2 in turn, followed by discussion and conclusion sections that consider findings from both reviews.

**Methods**

**Methodological framework**

This study was conducted in accordance with the JBI methodology for scoping reviews [23] and reported following the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) [24]. We used a bibliometric analysis approach, which aims to ‘quantify a specific body of publications...to capture the state of knowledge in a specific field and contribute to insight regarding the underlying trends of a scientific discipline’[25][6.85].

**Protocol and registration**

The pre-registered protocol for this review is available on the Open Science Framework platform via this link: [https://osf.io/jyfpx/](https://osf.io/jyfpx/) [26].

**Ethical approval**

Ethical approval was not required as this study used secondary data.

**Review 1: Trends in FASD Research**

**Eligibility criteria**

Eligible studies were original research articles that included FASD or FASD subtype terms in the title (e.g. fetal alcohol syndrome [FAS], alcohol related neurodevelopmental disorder [ARND]), published between 2000 - 2023. Eligible study types included experimental and quasi-experimental study designs including randomized controlled trials, non-randomized controlled trials, before and after studies, and interrupted time-series studies. Analytical and descriptive observational studies including prospective and retrospective cohort studies, case-control studies and cross-sectional studies were also eligible, as were qualitative studies and original documentary-based and economic analyses, including modelling studies. We excluded studies of non-human animals, reviews, conference abstracts, commentaries, opinion pieces, expert consensus articles (including those reporting guideline development without novel data analysis or validation analyses), errata/corrections, letters, case studies (n=1) and pre-prints.
Search strategy

Preliminary searches of three electronic databases (MEDLINE, the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, and JBI Evidence) in January 2023 revealed no protocols or published reviews looking at FASD research trends, indicating a need for the present review.

We searched the Cumulated Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL), Embase, MEDLINE and PsychInfo for studies on FASD published in any language between 2000 – 2023. Initial searches were carried out between February – October 2023, with a final update search in February 2024. Search terms included a combination of Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) headings (e.g. Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders/) and keywords corresponding to FASD and FASD subtypes, using wildcard operators to account for variations in spelling (e.g. f?etal alcohol spectrum disorder, f?etal alcohol syndrome, alcohol related neurodevelopmental disorder). The search strategy was developed in collaboration with University of Bristol library services and was based on strategies used in previous FASD review articles [27,28], identification of relevant keywords in preliminary MEDLINE and Embase searches and the review team’s existing knowledge of key publications. Searches were limited to exclude studies of non-human animals. The MEDLINE search strategy is presented in Online Resource 1 (Table S1). This search was adapted, where necessary, to reflect search operators/processes in each bibliographic database.

Study screening and selection

All search records were imported into EndNote reference management software [29] and duplicates removed. Three members of the review team (CM, NFF and MvdH) screened studies for eligibility using a combination of software-assisted and manual screening. First, we identified records with FASD or FASD subtype terms in the title using the EndNote advanced search function, retaining these for further eligibility assessment. All other records were excluded. Duplicates were removed and we assessed the eligibility of remaining records based on the title, abstract, and full text, where necessary. Any disagreements for inclusion decisions were resolved through discussion between CM, NFF, MvdH, and/or with an additional reviewer (LZ).

Data Extraction

We (CM and DT) extracted data from eligible studies into a standardized Microsoft Excel spreadsheet [30]. The extracted data included: publication year, title, authors, journal, International Standard Serial Number (ISSN), author address and digital object identifier (DOI). We derived information about the country of origin for each publication using the ‘author address’ field of imported references, where available. For references that did not have an author address assigned, we (CM and DT) inferred the country affiliated with the research team by searching the name of the first/corresponding author to find their host institution. Where this information was not included, we inferred the country of origin from the study abstract, including details of where the study was conducted.

---

Data Analysis

We conducted a content analysis of themes covered in the FASD literature and between-country comparisons of the volume of outputs over time, using simple frequency counts and proportions. First, CM screened the titles, abstracts, and, where necessary, full texts to describe the main theme(s) of eligible studies (for example, ‘diagnosis/screening’, ‘intervention’). For studies including people with FASD, NFF and CM further categorised studies by age group, based on the terms/age groups reported in the title or abstract (e.g. children, adolescents, adults), and referring to the full text, if necessary. Studies were categorised by sample under one or more of the following groups: i) children with FASD (term ‘child(ren)’ in title, or aged 0 – 9 years according to abstract/full text); ii) adolescents with FASD (terms ‘youth(s)’, ‘adolescents’, or ‘young adults’ in title, or aged 10 – 19 [31] according to abstract/full text); iii) adults with FASD (aged 19+); iv) professionals (those working in a professional capacity with individuals with FASD [e.g. in education, health care, criminal justice, or policy settings]); v) caregivers (biological and non-biological, typically representing studies on the experiences and needs of those caring for someone with FASD); vi) birth mothers of people with FASD; vii) pregnant women; viii) postpartum women; ix) women of childbearing age (as defined by each study); x) biological fathers of people with FASD xi) other biological relations (e.g. siblings, grandparents of people with FASD); and so-called ‘special sub-populations’[6], including xii) looked-after-children (also known as children in care) and xiii) indigenous populations. Studies that did not include participants directly (e.g. documentary analyses) were classed as ‘other’, in terms of sample type.

It was possible for a study to be assigned to multiple thematic (e.g. ‘neurodevelopment’ and ‘diagnosis/screening’) or population subgroup categories (e.g. ‘children’ and ‘adolescents’), where applicable. Initial thematic and population-based groupings were performed in EndNote. Data on study characteristics, themes and sample were then imported from EndNote into Microsoft Excel, where they were screened a second time to verify initial thematic/subpopulation groupings, with amendments made where necessary (CM, LZ). Finally, extracted data were imported into R Studio software [32] to support further data analysis and visualisation using dplyr and ggplot2 packages [33,34].

Results

Our searches identified 6,445 records for screening. After removing duplicates and applying our exclusion criteria, we identified 854 eligible original research studies on FASD, published between 2000 – 2023. Figure 1 provides a flow diagram of the selection process. The most common reasons for exclusion were that the record did not include a term for FASD or one of the subtypes in its title (42% of identified records), or that it was not original research [e.g. commentary or review article [28%]]. Below we describe trends in FASD research by study theme, country of publication, and population of interest. Online Resource 2 provides an output table of all eligible studies. This can be filtered by theme (e.g. ‘neurodevelopment’) and includes details of study characteristics (sample population, country of corresponding/lead author, year of publication, authors, title, journal and DOI, where reported).b

---

b Note that study information is taken directly from the record supplied by the bibliographic database.
Overall time trend in FASD research publications

The number of original research articles published annually on FASD increased over time (2000 – 2023) but remained relatively low in absolute terms Figure 2. In the results section for Review 2 we will assess how trends in the volume of research published on FASD compares to that of other neurodevelopmental disorders (autism and ADHD). In this section, we present results by country of origin, article theme and sample population.

---

**Fig. 1 PRISMA flow chart depicting study identification and selection process [35]**
FASD research publications by country of origin

Eligible publications originated from 31 countries, however most of these countries (68%) had fewer than 10 studies published on FASD over the entire 23-year review period (Figure 3). Nearly two thirds (557/854 [65%]) of all eligible articles were produced by research teams from North America. The five countries that produced the most FASD research articles were the United States of America (38% of eligible articles), Canada (27%), Australia (8%), South Africa (6%) and the United Kingdom (4%). Figure 4 presents time trends in the number of publications per year for each of these five countries. We can see that authors from the USA dominate research published on FASD from the year 2000 onwards, with notable increases in the volume of research published by teams from other countries from 2005, most notably Canada, followed by Australia and the UK.
Fig. 3 Number of eligible articles on FASD by country of the corresponding or lead author

Fig. 4 Number of eligible articles on FASD over time by the five most common countries of origin
FASD research article themes

We derived 29 common themes to describe the primary focus of eligible FASD articles (Figure 5). Research on the neurodevelopmental phenotype of FASD (e.g., learning, memory, attention, executive functioning) was the most common theme (234/854 [27%] of eligible studies), followed by the closely related themes of diagnosis/screening for FASD (166/854 [19%]), neuroscience (e.g., brain imaging; 99/854 [12%]), and research on FASD interventions (100/854 [12%]). Online Resource 1 (Figure S2) presents a summary of time-trends for all of the themes that had at least 50 eligible articles published within the study period.

Next, we explored time trends in the volume of research published for each component of the FASD phenotype – neurodevelopmental functioning, growth, and facial phenotype (Figure 6). Here, we can see a marked increase in research on the neurodevelopmental phenotype from 2005 onwards.
Finally, we categorised studies by sample population (Figure 7). There was limited research that had a primary focus on biological fathers (1% of eligible studies), siblings (0.4%), and grandparents of children with FASD, compared to the percentage of eligible studies that included women of reproductive age or birth mothers of children with FASD (15% in total, consisting of birth mothers [9%], pregnant/postpartum women [4%], women of childbearing age [2%]). Children with FASD featured in 59% of eligible studies, compared to 23% and 14% of studies with adolescents and adults, respectively.

We also looked at trends in FASD research sample groups featuring children, adolescents, and adults (Figure 8). While the research output around adolescents and adults has increased over time, research into children with FASD has remained dominant.
Review 2: Comparative review of the volume of FASD research, compared to other neurodevelopmental disorders

The aim of this review was to compare time trends in FASD research publications to those for other neurodevelopmental disorders, specifically ADHD and autism.

Eligibility criteria

All records published between 2000 – 2023 with terms relating to ‘autism’, ‘fetal alcohol spectrum disorder’ or ‘ADHD’ in the title were eligible for inclusion. Studies of non-human animals were excluded.

Search strategy

We searched PubMed for records with terms relating to FASD, ADHD or autism in the title (Supplement 1, Table S3). We filtered results to exclude non-human animal studies and to limit results to records published between 2000 – 2023.

Study screening and selection

We included all records identified in our PubMed search strategy.

Data Extraction and analysis

We extracted the number of results by year for FASD, autism and ADHD into Microsoft Excel, using the PubMed ‘download CSV’ function under ‘Results by Year’.
Data Analysis
We used Microsoft Excel to produce descriptive statistics and comparative time series plots of the FASD, autism and ADHD publications (Figure 9). Our searches retrieved a total of 64,069 records that had terms for any of these neurodevelopmental conditions in the title (FASD, autism, or ADHD). Of this combined total, the majority (60%) of records were for autism, followed by ADHD (38%). Only 2% of records fell under the FASD category.

![Graph showing number of PubMed records published annually with FASD, ADHD, or autism terms in the title](image)

**Fig. 9** Number of PubMed records published annually with FASD, ADHD, or autism terms in the title

Discussion
Key findings
While there has been an increase in the volume of original FASD research articles published annually between the years 2000 – 2023, our review indicates that this trend is significantly lower than expected, based on the exponential increase, or ‘deluge’, of scientific outputs observed in many fields [20]. Our searches indicated that FASD publications made up just 2% of the literature published on some of the most common forms of neurodevelopmental conditions during this time (autism, ADHD and FASD [4,36,5,2]). There were marked differences in the amount of research published by country, with approximately two-thirds (65%) of all FASD outputs led by teams in North America (USA and Canada). Our analysis of research themes shows a relative focus on diagnosis and screening, compared to prevention and intervention. Overall, research related to the neurodevelopmental phenotype of FASD was the most common, representing over a quarter (27%) of eligible studies.

Exploration of time trends related to the different components of the FASD phenotype – sentinel facial features (smooth philtrum, thin upper lip, short palpebral fissure length), growth restriction and neurodevelopmental abnormalities (e.g. learning, memory, attention)[1] – revealed a change from research that focused mainly on physical indicators (especially the facial phenotype) up until 2005, towards studies focusing on the neurodevelopmental phenotype in more recent years. This is likely to reflect an evolution in conceptualisations of FASD – beginning with fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS), a term coined by dysmorphologists in the late 1960’s/early 1970s to describe (predominantly) the facial and growth anomalies caused by prenatal alcohol exposure [37,38], followed by guidelines with a much greater focus on neurodevelopmental aspects of FASD from the late 1990’s onwards.
[39-48,9]. Despite broad consensus on the neurodevelopmental aspects of FASD, diagnostic guidelines remain heterogenous in terms of the specific criteria and thresholds used to indicate neurodevelopmental impairment. This complexity, coupled with a search for a definitive neurodevelopmental phenotype for FASD are likely to have contributed to the relative proliferation of research on this theme. It is now known that only ~10% of individuals with FASD present with sentinel facial features, thus FASD is largely regarded as an ‘invisible disability’ [1]. Nevertheless, sentinel facial features remain an important aspect in recognising FASD, particularly as a distinct neurodevelopmental profile for FASD remains elusive.[49-52]

Identification of evidence gaps
Overall, research on FASD remains limited to a minority of countries and communities internationally. Publications on FASD were attributed to 31 countries, however most of these countries (52%) had fewer than five articles on FASD across the entire 23-year review period. Furthermore, cross-country variation in the number of research outputs, was not consistent with country-level research capacity (based on research spend and workforce [53,54]), or the population prevalence of FASD [2]. For example, despite having a world-leading research infrastructure, and the fourth highest prevalence of prenatal alcohol exposure globally [3], only 4% of eligible studies originated from the UK.

Since FASD is a lifelong condition, the relative scarcity of research involving adolescents and adults with FASD represents an important evidence gap.[1] Available evidence on adolescents and adults with FASD point to challenges with physical and mental health, and in daily living, particularly during the transition from child to adult services [10,11]. While some transition planning tools are available, research evaluating the acceptability and effectiveness of these tools, and of ongoing functional and needs-based service provision to support successful transition to adulthood (e.g. independent living) remains scarce [55].

We found limited research on biological fathers, siblings, and grandparents of children with FASD. This is notable since preliminary evidence indicates that prenatal alcohol exposure and FASD risk are influenced by social-psychological and biological factors [27,56]. For example, relative to controls, mothers of children with FASD are more likely to report using alcohol to cope with childhood trauma and interpersonal violence and to have experienced coercion from a partner to consume alcohol in pregnancy [56,27,57]. Biological fathers and grandparents of children with FASD are more likely to have abused alcohol, exhibit a risk genotype for heavy alcohol use, may pass on the risk of heavy alcohol use to subsequent generations through epigenetic mechanisms, and could provide a model of problematic alcohol use that could be acquired by children through social learning [58,56,27,59,60].

Stigma has been highlighted as a multi-level issue that negatively impacts FASD research and care [17]. Despite these issues, our review highlighted a paucity of stigma and strength-based research on FASD. Narratives that suggest an inevitability of negative outcomes among people living with FASD, coupled with a neglect of strength-based approaches, can lead to marginalisation and exclusion from services and poorer long-term outcomes [61-63]. Stigma leading to feelings of guilt or shame, experienced by women or parents of children with FASD may prevent or delay them from seeking support, and cultural stigmatisation, including perceptions of FASD as an ‘indigenous issue’, has also been reported [17]. Our finding that FASD research remains focused on maternal contributions to FASD (with limited evidence on paternal and wider familial/social influences) is likely to further compound the stigma, shame, and blame that is targeted towards women and mothers [64] and unduly narrow the focus of attempts to fully understand and address wider risk factors for PAE and
FASD. Developing approaches to reduce stigma are crucial to the development of successful initiatives to reduce and prevent prenatal alcohol exposure, and for improving access to support for those who are affected by prenatal alcohol use, including families and children [17].

Strengths and limitations
This is the first review to systematically map the landscape of FASD research over time in order to understand trends by study topic, participant characteristics, country of publication and corresponding research gaps (Review 1). Comparing trends in FASD research with that for other neurodevelopmental conditions adds important context to these observed trends (Review 2). Our methodological approach followed models of best practice and included comprehensive searches across five major bibliographic databases.

Since this was a systematic scoping review, the primary aim of Review 1 was to identify and characterise the breadth of evidence available on FASD [65] as opposed to a full systematic review, which aims to collate and appraise all empirical evidence that fits pre-specified eligibility criteria (including supplementary searches of study reference lists, for example) [66]. Therefore, it is possible that some eligible studies were missed. Nevertheless, we contend that the scoping review methodology was most appropriate to our aim of characterising trends in original FASD research in human populations over the last 23 years.

One limitation of our comparative review (Review 2; exploring trends in FASD outputs with those for ADHD and autism) was that - owing to the large number of records identified across these neurodevelopmental conditions (~65,000) and limited study resource - it was not possible to carry out a manual sift in order to limit results to original research studies with a distinct focus on one disorder (either FASD, autism, or ADHD). This is likely to have resulted in a high sensitivity to capture records with these terms in the title, but a lower specificity for retaining only relevant records for each of these neurodevelopmental conditions. It is also important to note that due to high rates of co-morbidity and misdiagnosis between FASD, ADHD and autism, these disorders, and the corresponding literature, are not mutually exclusive [67,68,52]. Therefore, comparisons of the literature base for each of these conditions, as discrete entities, is likely to be a simplification.

Categorisation of studies by theme, country of origin and participant group was performed by several members of the review team and included verification checks (double coding) across the review process. Nevertheless, there is likely to have been an element of subjectivity, particularly in the thematic coding (which relied on researchers’ assessment of the primary focus of each article), and in participant subgroup categorisation, which – for reasons of efficiency - relied predominantly on terms reported in the title and/or abstract. This is likely to be an approximation as our exploration of some full text articles revealed that this may not reflect the full composition of the sample (e.g. some studies that reported ‘children’ in the title had age ranges up to young adulthood when the full text was examined). Finally, given the low absolute number of eligible studies for FASD over the review period it must be noted that depiction and interpretation of time-trends, particularly within, for example, less common thematic groupings, should be considered illustrative only, especially since there appears to be significantly variability in publication volume over time within many of these groupings.

Conclusion
FASD remains significantly under-studied. Further research is needed to understand the needs and impact of FASD within different populations across the lifespan, to support development of effective strategies for prevention and intervention, and to advance progress in strength-based, stigma-reducing approaches to FASD research and practice.
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